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        The ACRYSPORT ARENA GLAS surface is very hard and durable with  
superior transparency. It is important to keep the surface luster at its best to be in-
visible to the spectator. The surface should be washed and kept clean with standard 
non-abrasive glass cleaning solutions, such as Windex or non-commercial spray 
cleaners, or other liquid cleaning methods. Do not use excessive harshness, gentle 
washing should be sufficient. Finishing the process by polishing lightly with cotton 
flannel or soft paper towels and ACRYSHINE™ will do the job nicely. 
            

           Hexane or kerosene can be used to remove grease, oil or most other petroleum 
based products.  These solvents may be obtained at a paint or hardware store and 
strict adherence should be used with manufacturer’s recommendations.  
 

           Spot cleaning of the inside surface will require more extreme measures. The 
marks from the puck and helmets are usually residue on the surface that can be re-
moved with the help of special rubbing compounds, polishing on the specific surface 
and then apply a high sheen wax. Scratches through the surface of the coating can 
only be cleaned with the window cleaner to make it less visible. 
 

Acceptable cleaners:  
Fantastik® ● Glass Plus ® ● Formula 409® ●Top Job® ● Mr. Clean® ● Windex® Window Cleaner 
 

The ACRYSPORT ARENA GLAS sheets are branded on one end for identification. All 
claims for damage or warrantee for sheets that do not have the original ACRYSPORT 
brand on them will be denied.  
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AACRYSPORT ARENA GLAS ™CRYSPORT ARENA GLAS ™ – 
ACRYSPORT ARENA GLAS is a TEC-2000 sister product that gives you the strength of TEC-2000 with the slick proper-
ties of the ACP NOXTAT OPTEC lens Coating.  Our ACRYSPORT ARENA GLAS is scratch and abrasion resistant with 
the broadest range of chemical and solvent resistance available. ACRYSPORT ARENA GLAS is a transparent coating 
typically applied from 4 to 6 microns thick.  
 

Applications 
ACRYSPORT ARENA GLAS can be used in almost any 
sports application where high impact and maximum dura-
bility is a requirement 

Please contact us at : 
(714) 444-4090 or email info@noxtat.com to receive further 
information on ACRYSPORT ARENA GLASACRYSPORT ARENA GLAS. 
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SPECIAL NOTE:  Do not use abrasive cleaners on ACRYSPORT ARENA GLAS. Some of these cleaners 
may attack the uncoated side or edge of the sheet. 


